MANAGED
SOLUTIONS

EESCO
MANAGED SOLUTIONS
EESCO offers services to help you make informed decisions on where to improve and invest.
Whether we identify obsolete automation, create a detailed technical review of the latest
technology, or help you understand the future market trends, our expertise and guidance
will support you as you make critical business decisions.

BUY.EESCODIST.COM

FINDING A
TRUSTED PARTNER
Manufacturers are continually having
to do more with less and changing
demographics make it more difficult to
find the right people with the right skill
set. The Skills Gap continues to grow as
advancements in technology continue
to change. It is necessary to have staff
able to support equipment that has
been in place for 20 years or more.

PARTNERING WITH THE
RIGHT ORGANIZATION

Challenges of
today and the future
Maximizing Productivity,
Increasing Profitability, Minimizing Risk
Manufacturers are under pressure to support, maintain, and keep

As manufacturing technologies continue
to evolve at an ever-increasing pace,
many manufacturers look outside their
organizations for support. Whether
packaging food, bottling liquids, or
creating a complex specialty chemical
process, the goal is to find the
engineering teams with the skill sets
that align with the demands of your
next project.

current systems running optimally as advances in technology

MULTI-RESOURCE SOLUTION

transform the plant floor. While many manufacturers may have

Often, a multi-resource solution is
required to incorporate various aspects
of a project. Whether it’s custom
machines, robotics, systems integration,
power management, or facilities
engineering, no one company can do it
all. Building the right team that can add
true value is a challenge.

a clear vision of their goals, few have a clear strategy on how to
implement that vision.
WHAT ARE YOUR CHALLENGES?
• Improving OEE
• Adapting new technology

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT

• Obsolescence

Engaging the right resources up front is
the best way to protect your investment
and minimize your risk. Working with a
trusted partner early gives you the best
path to success. EESCO is that trusted
partner.

• Uncontrolled downtime
• Securing expanding networks
• Need for extra capacity
• More visibility into KPIs
• Regulatory compliance and new regulations
• Skilled labor shortage
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Where are you investing
for the future?
Making sure you have the information
and the right partner to meet your goals
When faced with a difficult business challenge turn to EESCO. The
EESCO Solutions team listens and learns about your business
drivers, navigates the complexity of the issue, and documents the
critical aspects of your project. Armed with this knowledge, we can
engage with the right solution providers and coordinate the right
team of partners to deliver a successful solution.

BRINGING VALUE
TO OUR CUSTOMERS

EESCO is a “Complete Solution
Provider” to our customers delivering
the latest technology and products from
Rockwell Automation and our other key
suppliers, and delivering engineering
expertise for any type of project
through our Solution Partner Network.
EESCO works with each customer to
understand their business needs and
goals so we can deliver the best in
engineering expertise, technology, and
products to achieve the desired result.

ENGAGEMENT

EESCO offers services to help you make informed decisions on
where to improve and invest. Whether we identify obsolete
automation, create a detailed technical review of the latest

EESCO Managed Solutions is structured
to make sure we engage the right
resources to execute your project
successfully.

technology, or help you understand the future market trends,

RESOURCES

our expertise and guidance will support you as you make critical

EESCO Solution Development Managers,
Rockwell Automation, our key suppliers,
and system integrators are aligned to
support you. This team has a proven
track record.

business decisions.

CONSULTATION
EESCO listens to your needs and
maintains regular communication with
you every step of the way.

NAVIGATION
Your EESCO team supports you
throughout the lifecycle of the project.
EESCO Managed Solutions coordinates
the people, the partners, and the extra
effort to make your project a success!
Let us demonstrate how we can help
you “Manage” a Managed Solution.
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EESCO Managed Solutions Process

ENGAGE THE
EESCO TEAM
EARLY

Building a road map
for success

APPLICATION
REVIEW
AND DATA
COLLECTION

• Evaluate installed base
• Identify unknown risks

EESCO
ENGAGES
INDUSTRY
EXPERTISE

• Implement new technology
MANAGED
SOLUTIONS

• Identify industry trends

EESCO
INTERNAL
TECHNICAL
TEAM
REVIEWS

• Lead a Discovery Plant Walk-through
• Apply new technology
• Provide Manufacturing 4.0 and data
analytics

EESCO ALIGNS
SOLUTION PARTNER
CAPABILITIES TO THE
APPLICATION

• Determine need for visibility into realtime and accurate manufacturing data
• Provide assessments and audits
• Achieve sustainability

88%

Percent of plants use
automation systems
beyond their
obsolescence date.2

Six out of 10 manufacturing positions
remain unfilled due to
talent shortage.1
Skills Gap in U.S. Manufacturing 2015 and Beyond,

1

The Manufacturing Institute and Deloitte, 2015

2010 Process Automation Study, ARC Advisory Group
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Engineering Services
and Support

Capabilities
ENGINEERING STUDIES
When you’re faced with a difficult challenge and need to make
sure you are investing in the right solution, an engineering study
gives you sufficient strategic information to understand the
risk and help you commit resources to maximize potential for
success.

PROJECT FINANCING
Companies always face the daunting task of how to balance
current goals with limited capital funding. In order to help
companies move beyond a critical maintenance-only culture,
we offer a number of non-capital financing programs for
automation-related projects. We can work with your team to
build a custom program based on specific project needs and
your financial requirements.

COMPLETE TURNKEY SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR
APPLICATION OR ENGINEERING CHALLENGE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PLC programming
Reverse engineering
Legacy servo upgrades
Legacy PLC upgrades
HMI programming
SCADA Design and
deployment
• Drives systems
• Drive startups

• Industrial Engineering for
flexible manufacturing
solutions
• Lean Initiative
• Intelligent manufacturing
designs and process
optimization

PROJECT ENGINEERING AND FIELD SERVICE
EESCO can work with you to review the scope of your project
whether it is a drive systems implementation, HMI upgrade,
or PLC programming. We have access to engineers with the
expertise to design, implement, and support any size project.
We review the equipment, documentation, and your goals to
achieve and deliver the proper resources to meet your needs.

Rockwell Scalable Support
Services meet your unique
business needs

OEM ENGINEERING SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS

ON-DEMAND SUPPORT

EESCO has solutions to supplement the engineering
staff of OEMs and provide additional engineering
services to support their internal teams.

Rockwell’s limited support is available on an
as-needed basis to address your most pressing
challenges.

SOLUTIONS
• Electrical Design
• PLC/Motion control
programming
• Field Start-Up Services
• Robotics

MULTIINDUSTRY &
CONTROLS
PLATFORM
SUPPORT

Rockwell’s Integrated Support is seamlessly woven
into your day-to-day operations to help reduce and
prevent downtime. Support can be delivered remotely
or on-site, and tailored to your needs.

SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION

CIVIL,
STRUCTURAL &
MECHANICAL

• Integration

INTEGRATED SUPPORT

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
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MANAGED SUPPORT
Customize support to supplement your on-site staff.
We can help boost productivity, optimize system
performance, and improve uptime.

Industrial Safety
Machine Safety is a critical part of every
piece of equipment. You don’t have to
sacrifice efficiency for safety. An investment
in safety is an investment in your employees,
productivity, and equipment. Make sure
your equipment and production lines are
safeguarded correctly the first time and are
compliant with regulatory requirements and
application safety standards.
CAPABILITIES
• Safety requirement specifications
• Assessments and audits
• Safety circuit analysis
• Safety controls integration
• Safety system design and validation
• Safety network design
• Alarming and event notification
• Risk reduction plans
• Mechanical/electrical/pneumatic/hydraulic
safety design

RISK
REDUCTION
PLANS

STANDARDS
ADHERENCE

VERIFICATION
AND
VALIDATION

TUV
CERTIFIED

Plant-wide
Process Control and Optimization
Our team of experts can help you with a complete plant-wide installation and
start-up or a phased migration approach. From single loop controls to plant-wide
DCS implementation, we have expertise in multiple industries and applications.
CAPABILITIES
• Enhanced optimization capabilities
• Boiler optimization
• Burner management
• Steam utilization
• Legacy DCS migrations
• DCS system support
• Third-party integration

• Process skids design and build
• Plantpax design, programming and
implementation
• S88 batching
• CIP
• Boiler and Combustion Control

INDUSTRY
KNOWLEDGE
& EXPERTISE

MULTIPLATFORM
SUPPORT

INDUSTRY
CERTIFICATIONS

CONTINUOUS,
BATCH, AND
SAFETY
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Connected Enterprise and
Manufacturing Intelligence
EESCO Solutions bring in industry leading experts with the
knowledge and experience to design and implement datadriven solutions that improve efficiency, reduce risk, and
streamline the decision-making process.
CAPABILITIES
• Cloud-based reporting
• OEE and historians
• MES and ERP integration
• Smart Factory
• Industrial data centers
• Virtualization
• Manufacturing intelligence
• Business systems Integration

SMART
MANUFACTURING

MES
AND ERP
INTEGRATION

CLOUD BASED
SOLUTIONS

FACTORY OF
THE FUTURE

Robotic Solutions
The complexity, speed, and precision
demanded by today’s manufacturing
environment often requires the use of
robotics. However, choosing the right robot
manufacturer, and the best integration firm to
deliver the finished project, can be a daunting
task. We have extensive knowledge of Robotic
Solution Partners and can make that choice
with you.
CAPABILITIES

FULL
SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION

HIGHLY
ENGINEERED
ROBOTIC
CELLS

Our Robotic Industries Association (RIA) certified
solution providers can deliver every aspect of your
robotic system needs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feasibility and conceptual design studies
Return-on-investment calculations
3D modeling and simulation
Custom end-of-arm tooling
Vision system integration
Safety integration
Training, service and support
All major robot manufacturers supported
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PREENGINEERED
ROBOTIC
SOLUTIONS

EXPERIENCE
& EXPERTISE

ENHANCED
PERFORMANCE

IMPROVE
CONNECTIVITY

PHASED
MIGRATION
SOLUTIONS

Migration to Modernization
Get the most out of your investment when upgrading your aging, difficultto-support control platforms. Our on-staff experts are here to help you
create a modernization strategy and educate you on the latest products and
technology. When you are ready to make an investment, we can engage our
team of Solution Partners with the expertise to convert your controls.
INVEST IN ...
• Faster throughput
• Adding improved connectivity
• OEE capabilities
• Smart Machine Technology
• Improved safety

ENERGY
AUDITS/
SUSTAINABILITY

POWER
AND ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

GREEN
ENERGY
SOLUTIONS

MONITOR

CONSUMPTION

CAPABILITIES
• Phased migration approach
• Rip and replace
• Reverse engineering
• Development of a modernization
plan
• Installed Base Evaluations to help
in identifying risk

SUPPORTED
TECHNOLOGIES

• Adhere to modern safety
standards
• Incorporate and implement
Smart Machine Technology
• Connectivity and data
enhancements

Building Technologies
EESCO’s Managed Solutions team works with our partners
to deliver building automation solutions and services.

SOLUTIONS
• HVAC
ENERGY
• Lighting
DASHBOARDS
• Power management
• Chiller controls
• Boiler upgrades
• Energy audits
• Equipment fault detection
CONTROL
ANALYZE • Energy dashboards
DATA

USAGE
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Case Packers and
Palletizer Solutions
When looking to automate and improve your
production throughput or allocate manual
resources in other areas of the plant, we
can discuss multiple options for automating
traditionally manual processes.
CAPABILITIES
• Horizontal and vertical cartoners
• Case Packers — side load, top and bottom
load, and wrap around
• Robotics for packaging and palletizing/
depalletizing
• Case erecting, case loading, case sealing,
labeling

Physical Security
EESCO provides complete turnkey security
solutions to provide monitoring and access
control for everything from campuses, retail
parking lots, and manufacturing.
CAPABILITIES
• Security and physical access control
• Video capture and monitoring
• Storage and analytics
• Biometric access control to automation

COMMERCIAL
& INDUSTRIAL
SECURITY

DESIGN,
DEPLOY AND
DELIVER

SECURITY
LICENSED

PLANT FLOOR
SECURITY
CONTROL
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Networks
An integrated manufacturing plant expands by
connecting more and more disparate pieces of
equipment together. EESCO can support all aspects
of building out your industrial network with the latest
in technology from our partners at Cisco, Rockwell,
Panduit, and more. From designing and installing
the physical infrastructure all the way to start up and
support, EESCO manages the process for you.
CAPABILITIES
• Network assessment
• Cyber security
• Network design
• Wireless design
CERTIFICATIONS
• Cisco Certified Network Associates (CCNA)
• Cisco Certified Design Associates (CCDA)
• VCP-DCV V MWare Certified Professionals —
Data Center Virtualization

Custom Machine Design
EESCO can work with you on any
application where custom automation
is required to improve quality, increase
volume, reduce labor cost or address
safety/ergonomics issues. We can deliver
a complete solution using the right mix
of products and by engaging the right
engineering expertise.
CAPABILITIES
• Custom machine design
• Build to print
• Custom assembly and test equipment
• Robotic cells
• Inspection equipment
• New product production equipment
• Rebuilds of current machines
• Web converting equipment

PROTOTYPE
TO MASS
PRODUCTION

ENGINEERING
STUDIES AND
PROOF OF
CONCEPT

SIMPLE TO
COMPLEX
APPLICATIONS

NEW OR
REBUILD
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Digital Transformation and IOT Solutions
We understand your industry is constantly evolving, and in order to stay relevant and deliver value to your customers, you need
visibility to more and better data in real time. EESCO has a Digital Transformation Team focused on helping you connect the
dots — making data more actionable by securely connecting things, people, data, and processes together.
SUSTAINABILITY

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMS

IMPROVE MANUFACTURING
PERFORMANCE

SPACE MANAGEMENT
AND PRODUCTIVITY

Become Green, Improve
Safety and Efficiencies

Energy Optimization, Load Shedding,
Peak Demand Management,
Reduce Energy Costs

Improve Flexibility and Lead Times,
Better Utilize Time and Assets,
Improve Quality (Compliance,
Serialization)

Improve Workspace Usage
Analytics, Optimize Space
Efficiency and Productivity

SUPPLY CHAIN
LOGISTICS

AGING WORKFORCE AND
CHANGING WORKFORCE
DEMOGRAPHICS

SECURITY

WORKFORCE PRODUCTIVITY
AND INCREASED
PROPERTY VALUE

Inventory Management,
Connected Assets, Logistics
Tracking, Safety and Ergonomics
Management

Better Training, Reduce Skill
Gaps, Legacy Infrastructure

Increased Enterprise
and Physical Security,
Controllable Access
Privileges

Improve Workforce
Experience and Productivity,
Boost Comfort and Control

COST
SAVINGS
SOLUTIONS

Panel Builds
DESIGN – BUILD – DELIVER CUSTOM PANEL BUILDS
Our diverse partners can deliver complete panel
builds. We work with UL508A control panel shops that
provide comprehensive electrical design, mechanical
and prototyping, while also offering high and low
volume serial production capabilities. EESCO contracts
manufacturing and equipment design, printed circuit
boards, casting, molding, and electrical/electronic and
electromechanical assemblies.

ASSEMBLED SOLUTIONS
EESCO Managed Solutions can provide you with
options for cost-effectively manufacturing high-volume,
repeatable panel builds, and cable assemblies.
• Lower cost
• Reduce the number of
POs to process

• Kitting solutions
• Completed assemblies
and redesigns

We offer a highly flexible solution with high-volume,
repeatable builds and cable assemblies.

DOCUMENTED
QUALITY
ASSURANCE

CAPABILITIES
• Electrical design
SINGLE
• Cabinet and panel layout
PANELS OR
HIGH
• Panel assembly and wiring
VOLUME
• UL508 standards
• Panel testing to specifications
DESIGN,
FABRICATION,
• Cable / sensor assemblies
INSTALLATION
• High labor sub-assemblies and
content / medium- to high-volume
wire harness assemblies
• Small/Medium/Large enclosure builds
• Mechanical assemblies / motion control
• Product kitting
• In-house Solidworks and CAD capabilities
• State-of-the-art automated wire processing equipment
• Fiber optic cable assembly equipment

Our Locations

Sheboygan Falls

MINNESOTA

ILLINOIS

MICHIGAN

KANKAKEE

ADRIAN

1224 Grinnell Road
Kankakee, IL 60901
815-933-5536
eescok3orders@eescodist.com
ROCKFORD

2869 Eastrock Drive
Rockford, IL 61109
815-226-8750
24/7 Emergency: 815-391-6646
eescoservice@eescodist.com

WISCONSIN
MICHIGAN

Jackson
Adrian

New Brighton
Rockford

Hammond
Woodridge
Kankakee

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

Tallahassee
Jacksonville
Gainesville

MINNESOTA
NEW BRIGHTON

INDIANA

WISCONSIN
SHEBOYGAN FALLS

FLORIDA

GEORGIA

1610 East High St.
Jackson, MI 49203
P: 517-782-7121 | F: 517-782-0737

601 Lakeview Point
New Brighton, MN 55112
651-582-3900
eescocs@eescodist.com

3550 179th Street, Unit 4
Hammond, IN 46323
219-838-8300
eescoservice@eescodist.com

Florence
Columbia

JACKSON

2401 Internationale Parkway
Woodridge, IL 60517
630-296-2555
eescoservice@eescodist.com

HAMMOND

S. CAROLINA

Flowery Branch
Augusta
Macon
Valdosta

WOODRIDGE

125 N. Tecumseh Street
Adrian, MI 49221
P: 517-265-5148 | F: 517-263-7829

47 Englewood Court
Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085
920-467-6100
eescoservice@eescodist.com

MACON

GAINESVILLE

1630 N. E. 23rd Avenue
Gainesville, FL 32609
352-372-1427
eescogainesvillecs@eescodist.com

1041 Airport South Drive
Macon, GA 31206
478-746-4227
24/7 Emergency: 478-752-8000
eescogasales@eescodist.com

JACKSONVILLE

6500 Bowden Rd. STE 405
Jacksonville, FL 32216
904-731-5900
eescojacksonvillecs@eescodist.com
TALLAHASSEE

FLORIDA

119-2 Hamilton Park Dr.
Tallahassee, FL 32304
850-224-0188
eescotallahasseecs@eescodist.com

GEORGIA
AUGUSTA

1703 Marvin Griffin Road
Augusta, GA 30906
706-793-7904
eescosc@wesco.com
FLOWERY BRANCH

4050 Enterprise Way, Suite 150
Flowery Branch, GA 30542
770-967-5800
eescogasales@eescodist.com

VALDOSTA

813 Gil Harbin Industrial Blvd.
Valdosta, GA 31601
229-247-0642
eescovaldostacs@eescodist.com

SOUTH CAROLINA
FLORENCE

1811 Wall Street
Florence, SC 29501
843-667-8632
eescosc@wesco.com
WEST COLUMBIA

100 Branch Road
West Columbia, SC 29170
803-936-9400 | eescosc@wesco.com
24/7 Emergency: 803-936-9400
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